
Snowshoe Summit 2021 Minutes
April 18, 2020
9am-12pm

RSVP

Zoom Video
Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87537138308?pwd=VFM0NXZ0UEZsVzJLWXZ3WFc4MXlEUT09

Meeting ID: 875 3713 8308
Passcode: 247463

Dial by your location
+1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)

Attendees: Glenn Eades, Gabrielle Orsi, Hannah Tennent (Staff), Hilary Shearer, Travis
Prescott, Gene Keltgen, Jimmy Klansnic, Nick Block (Staff)

Agenda:

Welcome and around the room (9am)
● Intros
● Branch updates

○ Everett: Difficulty finding leaders due to participants from other branches coming
to take the course and then not being engaged. Easier to find assistants than
leaders.  Good year w/ record number of sign-ups (24!), graduated 18 students.
Course was posted later than normal so volunteers were tough to find but it still
filled!

■ Potential solutions for lack of leaders: 1. Could appeal to instructors from
other branches if needed. Basecamp could be a tool for this. 2. Leader
candidates from a variety of branches could be assistant leaders. 3.
Could “swap” folks on a field trip and learn from other branches.

○ Foothills: Graduated nearly 30 from basic! Intermediate course went but dealt
with avalanche concerns and volunteers. Winter camping had 18 students!
Transportation was an anticipated concern since carpooling was discouraged but
that was listed transparently in the application and no one seemed to have an
issue with it.

■ Avalanche concerns w/ intermediate: Ice axe component of Intermediate
course is where the avalanche concern comes in. Could do the ice axe
component later in the spring?

https://www.mountaineers.org/locations-lodges/seattle-branch/events/2021-snowshoe-summit
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87537138308?pwd=VFM0NXZ0UEZsVzJLWXZ3WFc4MXlEUT09


■ Covid changes: Gear nights on Zoom were challenging. Foothills created
“virtual gear tables” as a presentation with photos of gear.

■ Next steps: Also used Google classroom which Travis will share (google
classroom adds an additional layer of tech admin management).

○ Seattle: Due to Covid, solicited feedback from instructors about their plans long
before course which was helpful. Fieldtrips were 6 students, 2 instructors and the
trip leaders were fully responsible for their trips which freed the committee up and
let them get to know leaders. Smaller groups allowed for more flexibility. Visited a
few new spots (Hyak Lake, Lodge Lake) and found they weren’t as high quality
for instruction as Commonweath and Grace Lake. Intermediate course: 20
students!

■ Trip previews: This year, did an online trip review a few days before the
trips which helped people be more prepared on fieldtrips and was better
than doing a trip preview at the lecture, a week and a half before the trip.
Covered gear and NWAC reports. Whole course is invited but then did
break out rooms with students and instructors on specific trips.

■ Equivalency: Previously, equivalency candidates came as co-instructors
but that doesn’t work well with small field trips with only 2 instructors.
Now, they lead equivalency trips which have been good learning
opportunities for participants. Equivalency is a good way to build leaders
and takes effort from committee so it’s great to focus on people who could
be leaders.

■ Course management on website can be very challenging. Helps to have
someone who is in charge of it.

○ Tacoma: Basic, Intermediate, and Winter Camping had a record cumulative # of
students: 175! Zoom presentations did help provide more access and allowed for
additional students. Pods were a helpful new tool; it provided better experiences
for leaders and students to get to know each other. A key to the pods is that
leaders all need to be equally prepared w/ a depth of experience since each pod
is independent. These hybrid components will likely continue.

■ Main changes in field trips: Offered Winter Travel field trip with ice axe
experience and then another that was a full day of Avalanche. Added an
extra weekend of winter camping which helped with folks who had never
been backpacking so they offered a first weekend of camping at Irish
Cabin so that people’s first time camping wasn’t winter camping.

Standards Review (10am)
● Discussion on current trip Trip Ratings

○ Do we need to make updates to routes on the website?
■ Ratings used to be easy, easy plus, moderate, and strenuous. Now it’s

easy, moderate, strenuous, and very strenuous (these are now based on
avalanche and ice axe terrain). Some of the previous routes likely need to
be updated to the new labels.



● Next steps: Mtnrs staff can change the difficulty labels.
■ Updating trip descriptions: Share trip change form with everyone so that

leaders are reminded it exists and can submit changes. This is a more
individual process and could have time to think about it.

■ Before downgrading any of the routes, it could be helpful to have a
process (i.e. an experienced group determine if that change really makes
sense) because downgrading could have consequences as leaders
depend on the ratings to create trips.

● KD is interested in working on this project and exploring this.
○ Ability to have the website completely describe the route accurately for everyone

is limited (i.e. a “place” will only allow for 1 snowshoe rating but, depending on
how far you travel, it could be basic or intermediate) and leaders shouldn’t be
entirely dependent on it. To fix this, leaders need to put more detail on each trip
and communicate with participants to set appropriate expectations.

● General review
○ Standards document is currently good!

Discussion topics/updates (11:00am)
● Winter Travel Clinic/Courses - We at Seattle Branch set up this course for the first time

teaching students to interpret avalanche forecasts and use mapping tools to help them in
the backcountry. I would like to share the experience with all and see their perspective to
make changes to produce better trip participants. (KD)

○ Several online field trips focused on weather reports, mapping tools, NWAC, and
how you use these tools together. The course included case studies as exercises
for people to practice planning. Field trips were planned to use these skills in the
field. Beacon, probe, and shovel were planned but it’s difficult to teach with all
experience levels (see foothills idea in next bullet). Idea is that it can serve folks
who have gained technical skills through basic or intermediate but may not know
how to plan a trip or also for folks who want a refresher.

○ Next Steps: KD - can we share the google classroom? That would be great.
○ If course is online, it could be not branch specific and open to more people.
○ If there are enough leaders, it could be something offered broadly available and

perhaps required for certain courses.
■ As a pilot, could be required or strongly suggested for leader candidates.

● Intermediate Course Field Trip - Curriculum review across the branches; especially use
of beacon, shovel and probe and ice-axe arrest best practices (KD)

○ Foothills groups students who are experienced in beacon, shovel, and probe
together and then that group demos the skills and they are timed. Then, more
beginner groups get the chance to be hands on and they practice w/o being
timed.

○ Seattle has surveyed instructors in the past about how well participants were
prepared, did they meet expectations, etc, which is good feedback about how the
course is preparing people.



● Snowshoe Travel Skills Badge (Travis)
○ Snowshoe does not currently have a skills badge. Taking a Basic course could

award someone a Snowshoe Travel Skills Badge. Eventually, activity templates
could be updated to allow people to register for trips with a Travel Skills badge
and an Avalanche skills badge, for example. Badge could be assigned after a
Basic Skills fieldtrip or a day clinic. Ex: A spring field trip focusing on ice axe
would award someone a snow travel skills badge.

■ Pro arguments: Skills badges can be more flexible than course badges
since not all branches offers the same courses. More courses are moving
towards modular formats in which it’s easier to award badges for skills
learned, as opposed to an entire course. Could have awarded some skill
badges to folks who had interrupted courses due to Covid.

■ Potential complexities: Do we retroactively assign it to folks? Answer:
Some leaders could get it after leading field trips. There is a field in
activity where you can award badges to both students and leaders.

■ Next steps: Run it by committees and Everett has voted for it. Report
back after committee meetings.

● Eliminate Common Equivalency Application (Travis)
○ Proposal: Different branches have different ways of running equivalency and

different goals. Get rid of the common app on website so then each committee
and branch can have their own survey and process.

■ Before all branches meet to decide this, some branches could opt out of
the common app in the meantime.

■ Next steps: Add specific directions on the common app that if you are
wanting to do this for foothills, there is another application.

● What to do with folks who don’t graduate courses because they missed field trips, etc.
How much work to put in to follow up with them?  (HS)

○ Seattle: An email to folks saying “hey, if you want to take this again next year
please reach out to us” and leave it to the student to follow up. Could add details
about why someone missed a field trip (was it an injury that prevented them from
coming or did they not show up and give no notice?).

○ Tacoma: Students have more than 1 year to graduate so it allows more time.
They also reach out via email and outline what people need to do to graduate.

● Updates to recommended pricing (GK)
○ Next steps: Nick Block can check and will report back on Basecamp.

Staff Updates (11:45am)
● ELearning

○ Staff is currently exploring Elearning alternatives and hopes to have one in the
next few months.

■ Travis advocates for an avalanche course on e-learning as it’s used by so
many activities.



Adjourn (12pm)
Next year’s summit is April 24, 2022


